Problem and Objective: This research derives from the confluence of several factors, namely, the prevalence of a complex array of mental health issues across age, social, ethnic, and economic groups, an increasingly critical shortage of mental health professionals and the associated disability and productivity loss in the population, and the potential of telemental health (TMH) to ameliorate these problems. Definitive information regarding the true merit of telemedicine applications and intervention is now of paramount importance among policymakers, providers of care, researchers, payers, program developers, and the public at large. This is necessary for rational policymaking, prudent resource allocation decisions, and informed strategic planning. This article is aimed at assessing the state of scientific knowledge regarding the merit of telemedicine interventions in the treatment of mental disorders (TMH) in terms of feasibility/acceptance, effects on medication compliance, health outcomes, and cost. Materials and Methods: We started by casting a wide net to identify the relevant studies and to examine in detail the content of studies that met the eligibility criteria for inclusion. Only studies that met rigorous methodological criteria were included. Necessary details include the specific nature and content of the intervention, the research methodology, clinical focus, technological configuration, and the modality of the intervention. Results: The published scientific literature on TMH reveals strong and consistent evidence of the feasibility of this modality of care and its acceptance by its intended users, as well as uniform indication of improvement in symptomology and quality of life among patients across a broad range of demographic and diagnostic groups. Similarly, positive trends are shown in terms of cost savings. Conclusion: There is substantial empirical evidence for supporting the use of telemedicine interventions in patients with mental disorders.
Introduction
T his is the fourth in a series of articles reporting on the empirical evidence concerning the feasibility/ acceptance and impact of telemedicine interventions in disease management and specified health disorders. This article focuses on the role of telemedicine interventions in mental health disorders, a major problem affecting over 450 million people worldwide, including over 60 million adults and 7 million children and adolescents in the United States. For diagnostic purposes, to qualify as a disorder, a mental or emotional state must cause dysfunction. 1 Throughout the article we use the term ''telemental health'' (TMH) rather than ''telepsychiatry'' (both are used in the literature) because we want to incorporate in our review of the empirical evidence the full range of mental health disorders, the modalities of treatment, and the other mental health providers in addition to psychiatrists, including psychologists, psychiatric social workers, therapists, and nurses. We start the article with basic information on the nature of mental disorders and their etiology, classification, epidemiology, and cost, as well as resources and treatment. This is intended to serve as an appropriate background for understanding the role of telehealth interventions or TMH in the diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders and where and how TMH fits in the healthcare system. It may also shed light on the reasons behind the reported evidence in the research literature. The introductory information is followed by an initial review of the feasibility and acceptance of TMH by its intended target population, as well as a detailed analysis of the empirical evidence from robust scientific studies (defined as mostly randomized clinical trials [RCTs] with samples of ‡150) in terms of intermediate outcomes, health outcomes, and cost. The time frame for the analysis is the decade from 2005 to 2015. The information on feasibility/acceptance is sorted by age groups: children (usually 12 years of age and younger); adolescents (usually 12/13-17/18 years of age), adults (usually 18/19-64/65 years of age); and elderly/geriatric (usually 65 years of age or older). (The age limits are approximate for each group as specific age categories for each are not used uniformly in the literature.) The available evidence on health outcomes and cost is presented without differentiating age groups because it did not lend itself for this distinction.
A careful review of the research literature reveals that the TMH intervention is not monolithic or unidimensional. Instead, it consists of several combinations of mental health disorders (typically depression, anxiety, and substance-related disorders), treatment modalities, patient and provider mixes, technological configurations, and settings. Similarly, the effects of TMH are measured by various indicators, consisting of combinations of access, quality, and cost. The presentation of the evidence takes these complexities into account as it must. Hence, conclusions drawn from the empirical studies are tempered by the context and characteristics of each set of data under review. Accordingly, it was deemed necessary to include basic information on the research methodology used (research design, sample size, and measurement tools), technological configuration, study population (age and gender groups), specific attributes of the intervention (e.g., type of mental disorder, type of intervention, duration, and intensity), and statistical tools for presenting the findings. The conclusions drawn from these findings go beyond a simple tally or voting scheme whereby studies under review are given equal weights in confirming or rejecting an overarching hypothesis. Instead, they are related to the specific context and attributes of each study. We believe this justifies the level of detail provided in this review.
Mental Disorders
The American Psychiatric Association defines mental disorder as a major disturbance in an individual's thinking, feelings, or behavior that reflects a problem or disruption in mental function. 2 However, there is no uniformly explicit definition of what constitutes mental function in all circumstances. Mental disorders are usually viewed as being separate from neurological disorders, learning disabilities, or intellectual limitations. Frequently, they cause substantial distress or disruption in social, occupational, and/or family relationships. Hence, people with such disorders may fail to meet important obligations or expectations in everyday life, work, or school. The diagnostic categories of mental disorders are normally presented as medical diseases, but they are not tested or validated the same way as other diseases. They include disorders in certain aspects of human behavior and personality such as abnormal depression, anxiety, and psychotic disorders. They involve fears that interfere with normal functioning, intense and sustained sadness and despair (unipolar) or fluctuations from abnormally ''high'' to depressed mood states (bipolar), distorted views of reality, including delusions, hallucinations, and thought disorders (schizophrenia), and abnormally rigid or maladaptive behavior and personality disorders such as paranoia, antisocial, borderline, or narcissism. They may also include a variety of other disorders, including aberrant behaviors in relation to food, sleep, impulse, sex, conduct, and development, as well as factitious, relational, and dissociative disorders. In addition, there are several uncommon psychiatric syndromes, typically named after the person first describing them. These include Capgras (misidentification delusion), DeClerambault (delusion of high status person in love with them), Othello (morbid jealousy regarding infidelity of a spouse or partner), Ganser (mimic of serious symptoms to attract attention), Cotard (delusion of being dead), Ekborn (involuntary movement or prickly sensations of legs), Couvade (sympathetic pregnancy), and Geschwind (temporal lobe epilepsy).
The disruptive manifestations of mental disorders are not uniform in all individuals, and the degree of associated disability in the same individual may vary over time and life conditions. Paradoxically, some mental disorders can have positive manifestations such as higher levels of creativity, unusual cognitive abilities as in the phenomenon of the unfortunate misnomer of ''idiot savant'' seen in autism, nonconformity, goal-striving, meticulousness, or empathy. Similarly, charismatic and powerful community leaders not uncommonly have strong antisocial and narcissistic personality traits, and some have been historically called ''creative psychopaths. '' It is important to note what is not a mental health disorder or psychiatric illness and therefore does not require treatment. For example, transient response to trauma or loss, as well as feelings of anxiety, distress, or anger in response to the loss of a loved one or to lack of success at work or sporting activities, may be normal and do not constitute, in and of themselves, mental disorders. Mental disorders are explicitly defined with specific sets of symptoms, and our understanding of these symptoms and associated problems will continue to evolve as our knowledge of biological, psychological, and social roots and manifestations develops.
ETIOLOGY OF MENTAL DISORDERS
The causes of mental disorders are complex, and they vary by particular disorder, individual, adversity experience, and challenging circumstances during early stages of growth and development. Biological, psychological, and environmental factors all contribute to the development and/or exacerbation of mental disorders, and most mental disorders are a result of a combination of several ''biopsychosocial'' factors rather than just a single factor. Moreover, there is no single diagnostic test BASHSHUR ET AL.
for mental illness. Some illnesses, such as schizophrenia and depression, have been linked to abnormal functioning of brain circuits and pathways related to both neuro-anatomical and neurophysiological abnormalities. Susceptibility to a range of disorders can be passed on genetically. However, an individual's genes interact with and respond to the environment in unique ways, even in identical twins, depending on cultural, ethnic, and social background and environment. Furthermore, although some combinations of factors may influence or trigger mental illness in some people, they do not in others. Physical illnesses, including infections, brain damage, prenatal defects, substance abuse, toxins, and poor nutrition, as well as psychological factors, such as childhood trauma, bereavement or separation of families, early parental neglect, rejection or harsh discipline, and drug abuse, may contribute as triggers or causes of mental disorders. All this is further complicated by the fact that particular pathways to mental disorders are not well understood, and psychoanalytic theories, as well as cognitivebehavioral and systemic paradigms, continue to evolve.
Classification of Mental Disorders
There are two prevailing systems for the classification of mental disorders:
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM), first published by the American Psychiatric Association since 1952. 2 The latest version, DSM-5, was published in 2013 after a 14-year process of revisions and editing. The purpose of the DSM is to create a common language for healthcare providers who diagnose mental illnesses. Just as new discoveries are made throughout medicine, the DSM is a living and constantly evolving set of classifications based on the available scientific knowledge and professional viewpoints. 2. International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), Chapter V, issued by the World Health Organization since 1949 and widely used in health institutions for various functions.
In addition, there are other classifications, including the Chinese Classification of Mental Disorders and the Psychodynamic Diagnostic Manual, which classifies the general location an individual occupies on a continuum from healthier to more disordered functioning. The Psychodynamic Diagnostic Manual separates neurological disorders and learning or intellectual disabilities from mental disorders. It also considers cultural distinctions applied to psychiatric conditions. Of these classifications, DSM-5 is the most widely used by professional providers around the world to define and diagnose mental disorders. DSM-5 is organized in sequential order over the developmental lifespan, and it reflects what has been learned about brain function and how genes and the environment influence a person's mental health and behavior. It contains 20 chapters with major groupings or headings, including the neurodevelopmental disorders, the schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders, bipolar and related disorders, depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, and substance-related disorders, among others.
Epidemiology of Mental Health Disorders
Attempting to determine the incidence and prevalence of mental disorders in any population or subset of the population has proven to be difficult. Numerous population-based surveys include questions pertaining to mental/behavioral issues. However, very few of these surveys provide prevalence estimates of diagnosable disorders. This is all the more problematic when trying to estimate the prevalence of specific mental illnesses in the general population.
The results from three large-scale national surveys have provided national estimates of the rates of diagnosable mental illnesses. 3 These include the National Comorbidity Survey Replication, the National Comorbidity Survey Replication Adolescent Supplement, and the National Survey on Drug Use and Health. As described by Bagalman and Napili, 3 the first two surveys have the advantage of identifying specific mental illnesses, but they are over a decade old. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health does not identify specific mental illnesses, but it has been conducted annually. Mental disorders are common. For instance, in 2012 it was estimated that 43.7 million adults in the United States (nearly one in five, or 18.6% of all adults) had diagnosable mental disorders, excluding alcohol and substance abuse. 4 The 12-month prevalence rate of schizophrenia was 1.1%, whereas 4.1% of adults met the criteria for ''serious mental illness,'' including schizophrenia and the major mood disorders that cause serious and persistent functional impairment. Suicide is one extreme manifestation of mental disorder, and it ranks as the 10th leading cause of death in the United States. It is more common than homicide. Tragically, it is the third leading cause of death among those 15-24 years of age. More than a quarter of homeless people are believed to have a ''serious mental illness'' (including schizophrenia, bipolar and major mood and anxiety disorders, and longstanding substance abuse), as do over 20% of both federal and state prisoners. Indeed the largest single ''psychiatric institution'' in the country is the Los Angeles County Jail, where more than 800 psychiatrically ill prisoners are housed. 8 Globally, unipolar depression is the third leading cause of disability. Schizophrenia is the most individually disabling mental disorder, but it is less common in comparison with other disorders. Alcohol abuse accounts for 23.7 million daily adjusted life-years (DALYs) (number of life years lost due to premature death), schizophrenia for 16.8 million DALYs, bipolar disorder for 14.4 million DALYs, panic disorder for 7 million DALYS, obsessive compulsive disorder for 5.1 million DALYS, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) for 3.5 million DALYs. 7 
Mental Health Resources and Treatment
Currently, there are about 40,000 psychiatrists in the United States, as well as an estimated shortage of about 10,000-20,000. However, there are even more serious shortages of child and adolescent as well as geriatric psychiatrists. 9 The average age of the current cohort of psychiatrists is about 56 years. Over the next 10 years, large numbers of this cohort will retire at a time when insufficient replacements are being trained. Amid a growing demand for mental health services, the nation is at the threshold of a severe shortage of psychiatrists. Similar shortages are also occurring in the number of physicians entering primary care, where most patients with mental illness are treated. Fortunately, other mental health professionals, such as psychologists, nurse practitioners, and psychiatric social workers, are not in such short supply and are increasingly assuming primary treatment roles either independently or as physician extenders in a team. The treatment of mental disorders has changed dramatically over the past several decades with the potential impact of improved prevention and early intervention, reduction of stigma associated with such disorders, mainstreaming mental illness back into the general health system, including the passage of mental health parity law (requiring health insurers to cover mental health and substance abuse services in no more restrictive terms than all medical/surgical benefits), and the development of new pharmacotherapies and psychotherapies. At the same time, in the United States, the mental health system is faced with the situation where most outpatient psychiatric care is provided in the local community in a primary care setting, whereas inpatient psychiatric care is provided in highly institutionalized or correctional settings. For example, in 2008 13.4% of U.S. adults received professional treatment for a mental health disorder, although only 58% of those with a serious mental illness and about half of children with a diagnosable psychiatric disorder did so. Nearly 25% of all patients seen in primary care have a psychiatric disorder, and increasing numbers of psychiatrists and other mental health providers are now involved in collaborative or integrated care programs with primary care providers (PCPs). Still, only 10% of mental health patients are treated by a psychiatrist. It is important that only an estimated 50% of the patients seen by PCPs are accurately diagnosed, 10 yet the primary care setting has become the de facto mental health outpatient system in the United States. 11 Typically, PCPs tend to undertreat and underprescribe appropriate medications. The prevalence of mental health disorders and their serious consequences have not been matched by a commensurate expansion of resources for treatment. Indeed, the number of inpatient psychiatric beds has decreased dramatically throughout the country, a trend that started in the 1960s. For example, from 1995 through 2012 California lost 30%, or more than 2,800, of its mental health beds, while its population has increased by over 5 million. 12 Many patients, especially those with psychoses, have ended up incarcerated in jails or prisons, which have become America's ''new asylums. '' 13 In 2012 there were an estimated 356,268 inmates with severe mental illness in prisons and jails. An estimated 35,000 patients with severe mental illness are housed in state psychiatric hospitals, whereas the number of mentally ill persons in correctional institutions was 10 times the number of residents in state hospitals.
13
In brief, the majority of patients with mental health disorders are being treated either as outpatients in primary care settings or as inpatients in the correctional system, with emergency departments and acute care hospitals acting as overburdened and reluctant intermediaries, victims of the law of unintended consequences associated with the partial implementation of the community mental healthcare movement and the closing of mental hospitals starting in 1963. Access to expert mental healthcare in both primary care and correctional environments can be difficult as the majority of psychiatrists and therapists
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work in other settings. Hence, it is not surprising that in 2015 TMH programs are increasingly being used to support patients within those environments-a move that expands on the original aim of most telepsychiatry programs, which was aimed largely to serve patients in geographically remote and medically underserved areas.
Cost of Mental Health Disorders
The costs of mental illness are enormous, with estimates from 2007 at almost $200 billion in lost earnings per year, 14 whereas mood disorders, such as depression, are the third most common cause of hospitalization in the United States.
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The total costs associated with mental illness are based on the direct expenditures for mental health services and treatment (direct costs) and from productivity losses due to disability caused by these disorders (indirect costs). In 2015 the National Institute of Mental Health estimated the total costs associated with serious mental illness to be in excess of $300 billion per year. 4 Moreover, the care of patients with comorbid medical and behavioral conditions accounts for up to one-half of all healthcare spending. 11 Patients with comorbid psychiatric disorders (such as depression) and chronic medical disorders (such as heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD], diabetes) are less likely than others to adhere to prescribed regimen, such as diet, exercise, smoking cessation among smokers, and medication compliance, and are more likely to have increased functional impairment and risk of medical complications and mortality. In 2010, mental and behavioral disorders were estimated to make up 7.4% of the global burden of disease, with unipolar depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, and drug and alcohol use disorders (in order of decreasing burden) accounting for 76% of the burden of this category of disorders. The global cost of mental health disorders alone was estimated at $2.5 trillion in 2010, with a projected increase to over $6 trillion in 2020. 15 
TMH
Like telemedicine/telehealth, 16 TMH is a broad term referring to the provision of mental healthcare at a distance. 17 Also, as with telemedicine/telehealth, the distance involved can extend beyond geography and may include temporal, economic, cultural (e.g., language, acceptability), psychological (e.g., stigma, discomfort), or some combination of one or more of these aspects. A burgeoning literature reveals that TMH includes a wide range of applications, providers, and settings. These incorporate mental health assessment, treatment, patient education, monitoring, and collaboration with PCPs. TMH providers and staff include psychiatrists, nurse practitioners, physician Since that time, interest in and implementation of TMH have burgeoned. Today, TMH is one of the more active telemedicine applications in the United States. The primary impetus for this specific application now, as it was a few decades earlier, is similar to that of telemedicine generally-namely, to serve unmet health needs for professional resources, now aided by advancing capabilities of an ever-evolving and ubiquitous technology and the promise to improve access to quality healthcare while containing or restraining the rising cost of care.
Just as a wide range of distances, applications, providers, and settings are included under the TMH umbrella, so too are the modes of telecommunication. This is due in part to assumed ''appropriateness'' of each technology for each application-coupled with the continued evolution of telecommunication technologies. Of course, technology has evolved from the closed-circuit television and synchronous telephone connections of Wittson and Dutton 18, 19 to today's multifaceted technology that enables the efficient capture, transmission, processing, and storage of vast amounts of information, also widely available on a mobile platform. 21 The emerging technologies and asynchronous applications hold considerable promise for expanding the reach of professional mental expertise and resources to a widely dispersed patient population. 
Feasibility and Acceptance of TMH
This initial discussion is directed toward studies that assessed the feasibility and/or acceptance of TMH in the diagnosis and treatment of mental health disorders. A systematic review of the literature published in 2004 found only 27 studies assessing videoconferencing in child and adolescent telepsychiatry; only 2 of these studies fell into the highest (RCT) category, whereas 24 represented descriptive studies or editorials. For the present analysis, we conducted a Medline/ PubMed search using the terms (telemedicine or telehealth) and (psychotherapy or psychiatry or mental health) for the period 2005 through February 2015. In total, 1,362 abstracts were identified. Subsequently, within this group, a search was conducted for abstracts listing ''feasibility or acceptance studies'' in the Medical Subject Headings listing or for ''feasibility'' listed in the publication title, abstract, or conclusions. In total, 56 publications were identified as ''feasibility studies,'' and an additional 42 publications included ''feasibility'' or ''feasibility study'' in the title or abstract. We did not use the sample size criterion (n ‡ 150) for feasibility/acceptance studies. However, we limited this review to studies that had samples of 30 or more cases. This resulted in a final list of 22 publications for full review. The findings are presented by age group in chronological order.
PART I. CHILD AND ADOLESCENT
A small (n = 30) evaluation study published in 2007 assessed the feasibility/acceptance of a telephone-administered behavioral treatment (TAT) versus standard Triptan treatment (TT) for adolescent migraine. 24 The adolescents, 12-17 years of age, had persistent migraines with an average duration of 4 h per episode. They were randomly assigned to a 2-month TAT program (n = 15) or the standard TT (n = 15). Each participant maintained a daily migraine diary pertaining to the number, duration, and severity of migraines and migraine-related disability, and they completed a Migraine Specific Quality of Life QuestionnaireAdolescent. The TAT group showed improvements in key behavioral management skills following treatment, and both groups reported significant decreases in migraine and migraine disability and Migraine Specific Quality of Life QuestionnaireAdolescent score. Despite the small sample size, results suggested that telephone-based TAT is a promising platform for underserved adolescents.
Results from a 1-year observational study (n = 172) of the feasibility, acceptability, and sustainability of TMH for children and adolescents living in nonmetropolitan communities were published in 2007. 25 A high-resolution videoconferencing system connected psychiatrists at a children's hospital in Seattle, WA with patients (ranging from 2 to 21 years of age [mean age, 8.6 years]) served by primary care physicians in four nonmetropolitan sites in Washington State. In total, 387 sessions were conducted. Attention-deficit disorders accounted for 45% of the encounters; other problems were disruptive behavior disorders (8%), developmental disorders, including autism spectrum (14%), anxiety disorders (6%), adjustment disorders (5%), tic disorders (1%), and other disorders (5%).
Referring physicians rated 11 items referring to their agreement/satisfaction with various aspects of the videoconferencing encounters. Physicians were satisfied or highly satisfied with 10 or 11 aspects of these encounters. Additionally, pediatricians were more supportive of TMH compared with primary care physicians. The study concluded that ''telepsychiatry is a feasible and acceptable approach to providing psychiatric serves to youths in underserved communities.'' As part of a larger study, a retrospective analysis (n = 139) was conducted of diagnostic and clinical outcomes of a convenience sample of children (mean age, 10.7 years) referred from PCPs in Northern California who received a complete psychiatric diagnosis via videoconferencing. 26 The study assessed changes in scores on the Child Behavior Checklist from time of intake to 3 months postconsultation. Each time a PCP sought a psychiatric consultation, ''he or she could opt for either a curbside consultation via telephone or secure messaging or a live, two-way videoconference consultation using the traditional consultation-liaison model.'' Overall, attentiondeficit (36%) and mood (28%) disorders were the most common diagnostic groupings. Using a ''repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance'' design, results indicated high satisfaction with the program. More important is that a wide spectrum of psychiatric disorders in children, including anxiety, cognitive decline, depression, and psychosis, could be diagnosed via a multimedia program combining videoconferencing, telephone, and secure e-mail. The authors also reported that following a single videoconference consultation, a 3-month postintervention assessment showed improved mental health. A small RCT (n = 58 rural children and their families) published in 2013 addressed the feasibility and acceptance of treating pediatric obesity through telemedicine. 27 This was the first study to examine the effectiveness of family-based behavioral group sessions delivered to rural children via videoconferencing. The targets were 3rd through 5th grade students. After the first set of sessions, intervention and control groups met for an additional 6 months of follow-up. Group leaders included licensed psychologists experienced with weight management issues or ''graduate level students/ postdoctoral fellows who had observed one group session and received training in weight management from a research team member.'' Children and families in the control group agreed to meet with their PCP to discuss a standardized list of pediatric obesity-related topics. Baseline measures included body mass index, 24-h dietary recall, and physical activity via a small, light-weight device (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL) worn on an adjustable belt that measures physical activity duration and intensity. There were no significant changes in baseline follow-up measures of child body mass index, 24-h diet recall, activity, Child Behavior Checklist, and behavioral pediatrics feeding assessment. However, both groups experienced positive changes in health behavior. Unlike the feasibility studies reported thus far, included here is a special study initiated in 2008 and published in 2013 focusing on the feasibility of conducting RCTs of TMH among children diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in underserved communities. 28 This was the first such trial to target children aimed at assessing the degree to which TMH can improve treatment rendered ''by primary care providers practicing in underserved non-metropolitan areas.'' Therefore, the findings from this study were also published in 2015 and will be reported here as well as later under ''health outcomes.'' Video teleconferencing was used in a Children's ADHD TMH Treatment Study in seven underserved communities ranging from 11 to 268 miles from Seattle. Initially, 150 referring PCPs and 223 predominantly white children (60 females and 163 males) suspected of having ADHD (ranging in age from 5.5 to 12.9 years) participated in the study. Those assigned to ''active participation'' (Group A) received six sessions of two components each spaced 4 weeks apart. One component consisted of an algorithm-driven pharmacological treatment for ADHD provided over video teleconferencing by a child psychiatrist and included education on the neurobiology of ADHD. The second component involved six in-person sessions of caregiver training adapted from evidence-based guidelines for treating ADHD in children. These sessions were conducted in-person by community therapists trained and supervised remotely by a clinical psychologist at the research hub. Children assigned to the control group (Group B) received treatment as usual (TAU) with the PCP video teleconferencing single consultation with a child psychiatrist who then communicated treatment recommendations to the PCP. Group A telepsychiatrists had 91.6% reliability in terms of adherence to protocol versus 89.3% for Group B. Therapists adhered to the intervention protocol with 94.2% reliability. The research concluded that video teleconferencing (and newer) technology can be reliably used to provide ''efficacious intervention'' to children deprived of specialty mental healthcare services and to train community-based therapists in evidence-based psychotherapies.
Depression among adolescents was the focus of a study published in 2014 that assessed the feasibility of a ''brief webbased behavioral activation (BA) intervention.'' 29 This study was part of a larger investigation focusing on an evidence-based/ informed Web intervention for adolescents and their families affected by disaster. Formal usability data were obtained from 24 local adolescents (recruited from psychiatric clinics on a university campus), and preliminary usage data were obtained from 2,000 adolescents recruited from tornado-affected locations in Alabama and Missouri. The participants' mean score on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale-10 was 13.5, and 29% obtained a clinical cutoff score of 15 or greater.
(Screening test scores for the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale were as follows: <15; 15-21 = mild to moderate depression; and >21 = major depression.) The behavioral intervention proved to be effective in treating depression. While focusing attention to the local environment and ''triggers and maladaptive coping strategies,'' the intervention provided clues regarding the cause and persistence of depression. A qualitative assessment of the formal usability evaluation resulted in an estimated 96% positive response to the BA's helpfulness for depressed individuals, with 67% responding favorably in comparison with increasing knowledge about depression and treatment and 42% pertaining to applicability to a wide range of people.
PART II. ADULT Published in 2006, a study conducted in Germany between 2002 and 2005 assessed the feasibility of an open-access Internet inquiry aimed at improving quality of life (QoL) for individuals with three or more upper or lower gastrointestinal symptoms. 30 QoL was evaluated using a general well-being inventory: a 22-item scale with six subscales (anxiety, depression, general well-being, self-control, health, and vitality). A total of 3,316 individuals completed the inventory assessment (2,160 females, 1,156 males; average age, 37.7 years). Their responses were compared with trends in the general population. Upon submission of the symptom questionnaire, individuals with more than two upper or lower gastrointestinal symptoms were offered a Patient General Well-Being Inventory, which assesses the psychological aspects of health-related QoL (HRQoL) and is not specific for gastrointestinal symptoms or diseases. 31 Women and nonworking respondents reported significantly lower QoL than their counterparts. As well, males scored higher than females on the anxiety scale. The study concluded that an open Internet inquiry is feasible for symptom and QoL assessment and that it generates data comparable to other sources of assessment. A study (RCT; n = 282) published in 2007 assessed the efficacy of supportive telephone calls postdischarge for addictive patients. 32 Subjects were selected from four National
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Institute on Drug Abuse short-term residential and inpatient addiction treatment centers. The intervention group received telephone counseling to encourage compliance with aftercare over a 12-week period postdischarge. Those in the control group were not contacted from the time of discharge, but they received a call to make an appointment at the end of the study period. Counselors encouraged compliance with the continuing care plan including attendance at outpatient counseling, participation in Alcoholics Anonymous, and other needs-dictated services. ''No difference was found between groups in self-reported attendance at one or more counseling sessions after discharge.'' Attitudes toward medical and mental healthcare delivered via telehealth among rural (n = 112) and urban (n = 78) primary care patients were examined in a study published in 2008. 33 Also examined were attitudes toward telehealth applications among a subset of patients with PTSD. Several instruments were used in the study: (1) the Stressful Live Events Screening Questionnaire-Modified; (2) the DMV-IV-based Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Syndrome Scale-Self Report; and (3) the Telehealth Attitudes Questionnaire developed for the study. Approximately 78% of rural patients and 72% of urban patients were ''moderately'' or ''extremely'' satisfied using TMH at the clinic. However, 44% of rural patients and just over 51% of urban patients strongly preferred face-toface visits. Only 15.8% of rural respondents and 13.4% of urban respondents strongly preferred TMH visits. In each instance, however, these percentages increased significantly as proposed travel times increased to 2 h. The data suggest that both rural and urban patients are moderately receptive to TMH. There was a positive association between receptivity and distance from sources of care. Following up on earlier studies on brief alcohol intervention (BI), 34, 35 a study published in 2008 explored the feasibility and efficacy of interactive voice response (IVR) to enhance BI in primary care settings. 36 In total, 338 patients ( ‡21 years of age) served by 112 providers in 15 primary care clinics in Vermont were recruited from April 2000 to July 2003. They were randomized initially to one of four study groups: (1) no IVR (BI and standard follow-up treatment); (2) IVR (daily phone calls for 6 months to the automated IVR touchtone telephone to report alcohol consumption and other items in the previous 24 h); (3) IVR with feedback (6 months of daily calls plus monthly feedback [mailed printed graph of consumption pattern plus personal notes]); and (4) IVR with feedback and compensation (graph plus notes) plus financial incentive based on frequency of the participant's daily calls. Randomization to this group was discontinued. All providers were trained to inquire about drinking problems and how to conduct BI when appropriate. There were no consistent differences in overall distribution of calls across the three IVR groups. However, the highest percentage of calls was made by Group 4 (57%) versus 37% by Group 1. Ninety percent of patients used the system regularly at least some of the time. For those remaining engaged with the IVR (95%), the calling rates were high. Feedback in the form of graphs received the highest ratings vis-a`-vis awareness of drinking, more so than feedback from a physician. The authors concluded that the ''technological simplicity, low cost, and easy accessibility of IVR make it an attractive option for use in primary care settings as an intervention or intervention supplement.''
A study conducted at the Betty Ford Center published in 2008 assessed the feasibility of extending residential care through telephone-based focused continuing care (FCC) to assist and support patients transitioning from residential treatment to longer-term recovery in the ''real world.'' 37 The study reports on FCC patient utilization and outcomes derived from scheduled telephone calls (twice monthly for 3 months and subsequently once a month for a year) to patients (n = 4,094) who had successfully completed residential treatment. About three-quarters of the patients had alcohol problems. During each phone call, the patient's status was gauged via a short survey. This information was used to guide clinical responses. Thirteen percent of the patients completed only calls scheduled during the first 6 weeks. Conversely, 87% completed at least one call 8 or more weeks postdischarge. Overall, 95% of the patients reported attending 12-Step meetings at some point during the FCC period. Patients completing five or more FCC calls were more likely to report attending 12-Step meetings compared with those completing fewer calls. Also, with one exception, patients completing five or more FCC calls were significantly more likely to report maintaining sobriety. The number of completed FCC calls was a significant predictor of alumni contact and retaining a sponsor. Thus, the authors concluded that ''a unique and positive effect of FCC 'dose' was demonstrated for some outcomes.'' Videoconferencing-based smoking-cessation interventions for rural and remote areas was the focus of an observational study (n = 554: 370 urban and 184 rural) conducted from 2005 through April 2008 in Alberta, Canada, and published in 2012. 38 Urban participants (Calgary) were offered in-person service, and rural residents received videoconferencing. Without the use of this technology, the rural participants would not have had access to group smoking cessation programs. The program was conducted in eight 90-min sessions over a 15-week period. Upon program completion, continuous abstinence rates, using a conservative intent-totreat method, were 27.5% in Calgary and 25.5% for the rural telehealth sites. Using only available data, the percentages of participants who quit smoking were somewhat higher in Calgary (39.2%) versus the rural sites (37.2%). No significant differences in smoking cessation rates were observed between the in-person and telehealth programs. Thus the study demonstrated the effectiveness of a behavioral smoking-cessation program using telehealth technology in terms of its equivalence to in-person treatment.
The feasibility and acceptance of clinic-based TMH for lowincome Hispanic primary care patients with major depression were the subject of an Arizona study published in 2012. 39 In total, 167 adult patients recruited from a community health center were randomly assigned to receive mental health service through Webcams and the Internet (WEB) (n = 80) or to TAU (n = 87). The 6-month study consisted of monthly sessions at the community health center conducted by Hispanic psychiatrists. The usual care group received care from their usual PCPs, not psychiatrists. Acceptance was assessed in terms of appointment keeping, relationship with the provider, satisfaction with visit, and antidepressant use. Feasibility/ effectiveness was assessed in terms of depression outcomes, opportunity costs (unproductive or days lost from work), and show-up rates. No significant differences were observed between the WEB and TAU groups in terms of keeping appointments. However, WEB patients used antidepressant medications more than TAU patients, and they were also more satisfied with their visits with psychiatrists. An RCT study (n = 79) investigated the feasibility and acceptance of a TMH among Latina women with depression during the perinatal period and was published in 2012. 40 A culturally sensitive, short-term Perinatal Mental Health Model was developed to ameliorate barriers to diagnosis and intervention. The Perinatal Mental Health Model combined on-site screening and obstetrics/gynecology clinic resources and follow-up designed specifically to be delivered by telephone. Emotional support was also provided during the telephone contacts. A subsample of the mothers (n = 31) completed a satisfaction questionnaire at the end of the intervention. Nearly all reported that mental health workers were knowledgeable, understood their situation, and provided all the assistance required. Also published in 2012, a 6-month RCT (n = 120) was conducted in Australia among adults with type 2 diabetes. It used an automated, interactive telephone link to improve diabetes management as well as HRQoL. 41 Participants were randomly assigned to the intervention or usual care group. HRQoL was assessed by the participants at baseline and at 6 and 12 months. The summary score improved in the intervention group but decreased marginally in the usual care group. No differences were observed in the two groups in physical health indicators. The authors concluded that ''with increasing accessibility to and feasibility of such telehealth interventions, the TLC diabetes has excellent potential to be 'scaled up' and deliverable to large numbers of individuals with diabetes.'' A two-arm RCT (n = 400) was conducted in Germany in 2013. It examined the feasibility, acceptability, and effectiveness of Web-based rehabilitation following inpatient psychosomatic treatment. 42 Self-report measures were observed at 3 and 12 months. Those in the intervention group were better able to stabilize or maintain their inpatient treatment outcomes than participants in the control group. The study concluded that the intervention was feasible, acceptable, and effective in sustaining treatment outcomes after hospitalization. A study published in 2014 assessed the feasibility of adapting dissonance-based (DB) programs to reduce eating disorder risk for online use. 43 Undergraduate women (n = 333) were recruited from a volunteer pool at a public university in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States. They were subsequently separated into three groups: face-to-face DB (n = 107), online DB (n = 112), and assessment-only (n = 114). There were no significant differences between the two modes of program delivery in terms of ''body dissatisfaction'' or eating disorder symptoms. Hence, the authors concluded that DB prevention programs ''can be successfully adapted for online use.'' PART III. THE ELDERLY Using the search terms ''elderly,'' ''older,'' ''aged,'' and ''geriatric'' occurring in Medical Subject Heading terms accompanying abstracts or in titles and goals/objectives listed in a study abstract, a subset of 36 studies was identified among the feasibility/acceptability abstracts as being concerned with/ focused on the elderly. Of these, only five studies had samples more than 50 cases, and these will be reported here.
A pilot observational study (n = 101) published in 2006 assessed the feasibility of a nurse ''double-disease'' telephonic management program for depression and congestive heart failure. 44 It focused on collaborative care (CC) for patients who have both heart failure and depression. 45 Questionnaire (PHQ). The telephonic nurse care manager assisted the patients in adhering to recommended treatments and also provided emotional support. The majority of depressed patients improved significantly PHQ scores. Elderly patients with heart failure and depression were willing to cooperate with the care coordination program. The investigators concluded that the nurse-based telephonic intervention was feasible and effective for patients with congestive heart failure and depression. In 2008, an RCT (n = 58) was conducted among Veterans Health Administration (VHA) patients with bipolar disorder and at high risk for cardiovascular disease. 46 The study focused on feasibility/acceptance of a manual-based medical care model (BCM) designed to improve medical outcomes among older patients. It was conducted at a large VHA mental health facility in western Pennsylvania. The nearest VHA general medical clinic was about 7 miles away. The intervention included three components: patient self-management, care management, and dissemination of guidelines for the treatment of bipolar disorder. These components were deemed necessary for optimal health outcomes. Patients assigned to the control group continued to receive care through their usual providers but did not receive the BCM self-management or care management components. Both intervention and usual care providers, however, did receive both guidelines. Telephonic intervention supplemented the BCM self-management. Two-hour sessions were held on a weekly basis in group format. The nurse care managers kept in contact with patients by telephone regarding health matters, and when indicated they referred urgent cases to appropriate providers. The study concluded that the BCM was feasible for older medically ill patients with bipolar disorder and that it could be an effective alternative to more costly treatment models. From Spain, an observational study (n = 215) published in 2012 assessed the feasibility and acceptance of a remote support system for diagnosing dementia in a primary care setting. 47 The major goal was to evaluate the concordance between PCPs and specialists regarding the measures taken for cognitive and functional treatment. The TMH intervention used a Computerized Support System for the Diagnosis of Dementia in Primary Care (Sistema de apoyo informatizado para el diagnóstico de la demencia en Atencio´n Primaria [SISDDAP]). The program was aimed at establishing protocols for screening and diagnosing dementia. The components included a ''memory impairment screen,'' a geriatric depression scale, a Mini-Mental State Examination test, and a dementia rating scale. Patients included those with suspected dementia or diagnosed dementia. The SISDDAP was feasible and well accepted by the professionals involved.
From Germany, an observational study (n = 3,578) published in 2013 assessed the feasibility, internal consistency and covariates of a modified telephone interview as a screening tool to detect cognitive impairment among the elderly ranging in age from 65 to 94 years. 48 In 2014, ''telehealth'' was the focus of therapy for depression among low-income homebound elderly in central Texas. 49 The study evaluated the acceptance and effectiveness of in-home telehealth problem-solving-therapy (tele-PST). A total of 121 homebound individuals ‡50 years of age who scored ‡15 on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression took part in a three-arm RCT. The trial compared tele-PST with in-person PST and telephone support calls. Six 60-min sessions of PST-primary care were conducted for one group face-to-face in the person's home. A modified Treatment Evaluation Inventory was used to measure acceptance. Both PST groups reported high acceptance of the specific treatment modalities. The tele-PST group expressed a slightly higher level of acceptance than the in-person PST group. Both groups had significantly higher scores than the telephone support group. The study concluded that depressed homebound elderly accepted tele-PST, reporting extremely positive experiences.
Intermediate Outcome of TMH: Adherence
A total of seven studies (all from the United States and all but one were RCTs) met the selection criteria for inclusion here ( Table 1 ). The focus in this section is on intermediate outcomes, which turned out to be medication adherence in the majority of cases. It may be appreciated that poor medication adherence among those with serious mental illness is usually associated with poor clinical outcomes and inappropriate use of resources.
A study published in 2008 (RCT; n = 282) investigated patient adherence to discharge plans subsequent to inpatient substance abuse treatment 50 and specifically targeted gender differences. Participants were randomly allocated to a brief telephone intervention (telephone call group) or a standard care group. The telephone calls were made by counselors at 2-week intervals for 3 months. The key findings indicated that the individuals in the intervention group ''tended to have a higher rate of verified aftercare attendance'' than those in the control group. Postdischarge attendance rates were 56% and 45%, respectively, for the two groups, and women were more likely than men to attend follow-up visits.
Results published in 2010 were derived from data collected between 2005 and 2008 in an RCT ''noninferiority'' trial (n = 125) among male veterans at three VHA outpatients clinics diagnosed with PTSD and anger management problems. 51 The focus of the study was to demonstrate the ''noninferiority'' of videoconferencing in a group psychotherapy context compared with traditional in-person service. Participants selected for the study were randomly assigned to receive anger management therapy either in-person or remotely via videoconferencing. Anger management and process variable assessments (attrition, adherence, satisfaction, and treatment expectancy) were conducted at baseline, midtreatment (3 weeks), posttreatment (6 weeks), and 3 and 6 months posttreatment. Similar reductions in anger symptoms were observed in both two groups. Hence, the authors concluded that videoconferencing was not inferior to in-person care insofar as anger management is concerned. Moreover, it serves as an effective and feasible modality to increase access to evidence-based care for veterans residing in rural or remote locations. However, in view of the small sample size (n = 125), these findings were not included in the empirical findings listed in Table 1 .
A VHA RCT (n = 360) published in 2011 assessed the relationship among satisfaction, patient-centered care, adherence, and outcomes among primary care patients in a CC model for depression. 52 Of particular interest here is the hypothesis that ''satisfaction will partially mediate the intervention effect on adherence to antidepressant medication.'' Patients randomized to the intervention received a ''steppedcare'' model of depression treatment for up to 12 months. The intervention involved on-site PCPs located at communitybased outpatient clinics and an off-site depression team composed of depression nurse care managers, clinical pharmacists, and telepsychiatrists located at a VHA Medical Center. This TMH intervention significantly predicted treatment adherence, but satisfaction with the service did not mediate antidepressant medication adherence.
Results from an RCT (n = 337) conducted between 2003 and 2007 were published in 2012. Hypertensive primary care patients were allocated to an 8-month automated, multibehavior intervention or to education-only as controls. 53 The intervention was a computer-based, interactive telephone counseling system referred to as ''Telephone-Linked-Care'' and designed to monitor, educate, and counsel African American adults with hypertension and to provide summary data about them to their PCPs on a regular basis. Control group patients received standard care only. All outcomes were assessed at baseline/randomization and at 4, 8 (end of intervention), and 12 months. Significant improvement in dietary outcomes at the 8-month assessment was observed in the intervention group but not in the control group. Similarly, moderate or greater physical activity was observed among those in the intervention group only. Also, changes in medication adherence scores changes were higher in the intervention group relative to the controls by 0.35 points. Poor antidepressant adherence was one of four outcomes assessed among patients diagnosed with moderate/severe depression (RCT; n = 208). 54 Patients were enrolled between 2010 and 2012 from 13 university-affiliated and communitybased primary care practices. Results were published in 2013.
The content of the calls was developed with input from psychiatrists, PCPs, and experts in IVR program design and health behavior change. Specifically, the research evaluated whether frequent (i.e., weekly) IVR assessments were predictive of patients' subsequent reports of depressive symptoms and perceived health status. Patients' reports pertaining to their depressive symptoms and perceived health status were highly predictable. Medication adherence was somewhat less predictable, with only small differences between assessments attempted weekly, biweekly, and monthly. The researchers concluded that ''the next generation of automated health assessment services should use data mining techniques to avoid redundant assessments, and should gather data at a frequency that maximizes the value of information collected.'' A retrospective observational study (n = 248) assessed predictors and outcomes of early adherence among users of a home telehealth device, published in 2013. 55 The subjects were older ( ‡65 years) veterans with heart failure. The analysis was based on secondary VHA databases that included their adherence rates and patterns in the first 90 days subsequent to enrollment. The device was an asynchronous communication tool allowing in-home messaging and transmission of information. Patients were expected to report daily and to respond (by pressing buttons) to questions pertaining to a predetermined disease management protocol. Adherence to the use of the home telehealth device was defined as the number of days the patient completed a home telehealth session in each 30-day period. Patient adherence rates tended to be highest in the early phases of the intervention, dropping 20% between the first and second time frame and to 7% between the second and third 30-day period. The primary reason for the early dropout was dissatisfaction with using the device. Hence, the authors suggested that further studies were necessary to determine those patients likely to adhere to daily monitoring by a home telehealth device and to develop innovative approaches to make daily use more acceptable. An RCT (n = 507) published in 2014 evaluated the effectiveness of the Therapeutic Education System (TES), an Internet-delivered behavioral intervention that includes motivational incentives, as a clinician extender in the treatment of substance use disorders. 56 The TES consisted of 62 computerized interactive modules, based on the community reinforcement approach, each requiring 20-30 min to complete, and covered skills for achieving and maintaining abstinence, plus ''prize-based'' motivational incentives contingent on abstinence and treatment adherence. Incentives took the form of providing participants with the opportunity to draw vouchers from a virtual ''fishbowl.'' Vouchers ranged from congratulatory messages to cash rewards in variable amounts. These were awarded for abstinence or number of modules completed. Patients in the TES group completed a mean of 36.6 computer-delivered modules out of a recommended 48. These patients also earned a mean of 118 voucher draws (out of a possible 252 draws). The fact that only patients in the TES program received motivations in the form of vouchers for prizes would seem to preclude any meaningful distinction in adherence between the intervention and control groups, and none was reported. Another VHA study (RCT; n = 241) published in 2015 described results of a 4-year assessment of treatment effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of an in-home videoconferencing technology (''telepsychology'') service for elderly veterans living in rural areas (71%) and suffering from major depressive disorder versus ''same room'' treatment. 57 The subjects were predominantly male (98%) and elderly (60 years of age or older) meeting DSM-IV criteria for major depressive disorder. A protocol-driven individual Behavioral Activation Therapy for depression was administered over an 8-week period, and subsequent follow-up lasted for 12 months to ascertain longer-term effects on clinical outcomes, process variables, and economic outcomes. Accounting for patients who discontinued treatment, analyses were conducted on 100 in the telemedicine group and 104 in the ''same room'' group. According to the Geriatric Depression Scale, treatment response did not differ significantly between the telepsychology group (22.45%) and the ''same room'' group (23.17%). Similarly, according to the Beck Depression Inventory, the telepsychology group (24.05%) did not differ from the ''same room'' patients (23.17%). It was determined that ''telemedicinedelivered psychotherapy for older adults with major depression is not inferior to same-room treatment'' and, furthermore, that evidence-based psychotherapy can be delivered without modification via home-based telemedicine. It can be used to overcome barriers of mobility, stigma, and geographical isolation associated with attendance at in-person sessions for older adults.
Health Outcomes of TMH
In total, 25 studies (15 from the United States, 3 from Australia, 2 each from Sweden and The Netherlands, and 1 each from the United Kingdom, Spain, and Italy) met the selection criteria for this review. All but two were RCTs.
Although five studies, all based on an RCT (three from the United States and one each from Sweden and the United Kingdom) were published in 2005 with samples over 100 cases, only one met the requisite sample size of ‡150 for inclusion in this analysis. The findings from the four studies will be described here briefly, but only the results from the larger study will be used in the empirical analysis and presented in Table 2 .
We start with the study that met the sample size criterion. It was an RCT (n = 191) conducted between July 2000 and April 2002 among adults (18-64 years of age) with panic and/or generalized anxiety disorder. They were recruited from four Pittsburgh area primary care practices linked by a common electronic medical record system. 58 The objective of the study was to determine whether a telephone-based CC model for panic and generalized anxiety disorders would improve clinical and functional outcomes for the patients. The clinicians were nonphysician health professionals who provided educational materials, assessed patient preferences for guideline-based care, monitored treatment responses, and informed their regular physicians of their preferences and progress in dealing with their problems via an electronic medical record. Outcome measures included ''blinded'' assessments of anxiety and depressive symptoms, mental HRQoL, and employment status. After 12 months, patients in the intervention group had reduced anxiety and depressive symptoms as well as increased work hours and reduced absenteeism. Furthermore, among those who were working at baseline, a significantly larger percentage in the intervention group remained working compared with the control group (94% versus 79%). The findings from the other four RCT studies published in 2005 will be described briefly. From the United Kingdom, an interesting study (n = 108) investigated the effect of telemonitoring for medical adherence among patients with schizophrenia. 59 Patients were randomized into three groups based on approaches for assessing medication adherence: self-report, pill counting, and telemonitoring. Telemonitoring was based on a platform that offered clinicians early warnings regarding nonadherence and the pattern of medication taking.
Those in the telemonitoring group had fewer emergency visits, fewer medical appointments, and improved symptoms. Another RCT (n = 117) in Sweden assessed an Internetbased self-help cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) program for depression. 60 Minimal therapist contact was available, but participants were invited to a moderated online discussion group. The Internet-based intervention resulted in diminished depressive symptoms and improved QoL immediately after treatment and at 6-month follow-up. The study concluded that Internet-based CBT should be pursued further ''as a complement, or treatment alternative for mild-to moderate depression.'' An RCT (n = 139) in the United States conducted in 2003 and published in 2005 was aimed at assessing the impact of an Internet-delivered behavioral regimen for headaches. The intervention consisted of progressive relaxation, limited biofeedback with autogenic training, and stress management. 61 The control group consisted of individuals on a waiting list who received symptom monitoring only. Participants with tension-type migraine or mixed headache experienced reductions in anxiety/depression, headache-related symptoms, and disability, as well as a notable reduction in headache medication. The results of the study ''demonstrate the efficacy of an online behavioral intervention for recurrent headache disorders.'' Finally, in 2005, an RCT (n = 127) in northern California evaluated an in-home telephone-administered CBT among patients with depression and functional impairments due to multiple sclerosis. 62 Those in the intervention group showed significant improvement in all outcome measures as well as an increase in the Positive Affect Score, but these improvements were not observed in the control group. However, differences between the two groups were not maintained after 12 months. Hence, the authors cautioned against generalization from their findings due to the fact that the study population had multiple sclerosis, a serious comorbidity. A secondary analysis of the data from this study was published in 2007. 63 Disability was measured using Guy's Neurological Disability Scale, fatigue by the Fatigue Impact Scale, and depression by the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale and the Beck Depression Inventory-II. Patients in both groups showed significant improvements in disability and fatigue. These were also related to reductions in depression. This analysis suggested that significant reductions in disability and fatigue could be achieved by reducing depression in patients with multiple sclerosis. Evidence also supported the notion that reductions could be achieved through CBTspecific interventions that focus on symptoms such as fatigue management. In total, four studies (all RCTs) met the selection criteria in 2006, two from the United States and one each from Spain and Australia. We start with the U.S. studies.
TELEMEDICINE FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
An RCT (n = 1,665) investigated the significance of depression on glycemic control among Medicare beneficiaries suffering from both diabetes and depression. 64 We reported earlier on the parent project (IDEATel) in our diabetes article, 65 which focused on glycemic control. This analysis was concerned with the relationship between depression and glycemic control. Several approaches were used to analyze this relationship. In each analysis, the two groups were assessed to determine whether depression predicted A1C. An initial hypothesis posited that depressed patients would derive fewer benefits from the intervention because the hopelessness/ helplessness of depression would prevent them from taking an active role in managing their health. ''Depression did not predict change in A1C when other factors were controlled.'' Heralded by the authors as ''.the first ever large-scale randomized trial examining the efficacy of non-clinic-based weight-loss interventions in a healthcare delivery system,'' this RCT (United States; n = 1,801) investigated the effects of two types of intervention on weight loss. 66 The participants (all overweight) were assigned randomly to one of three groupstelephone, mail, and usual care-and observed over 2 years. The three groups were compared on the basis of level of participation, weight loss, and cost. Once activated, both mail and telephone interventions ran parallel. They consisted of 10 interactive lessons coupled with feedback from a health counselor. Lessons focused on nutrition, physical activity, and behavioral management techniques (e.g., behavioral assessment, goal setting, stimulus control, and self-motivation). Counseling was provided via mail and telephone. Usual care participants had access only to weight management opportunities provided to members of the health plan. They received a ''resource sheet'' with community weight management information that included free general telephone counseling, structured telephone-based weight management, and group classes. Researchers concluded that ''.at best, the 24-month results indicated that the intervention as well as the usual care groups served as weight gain prevention rather than weight loss..'' The telephone and mail interventions proved to be viable options in terms of cost and logistics. However, weight loss outcomes were not achieved. The authors identified several study limitations as well as suggestions for future research.
The other two studies in 2006 (both RCTs) were from Spain and Australia. We chose to include the Spanish study here with some caution because sample size (n = 140) was close to the requisite 150. Conducted in the Canary Islands, this study compared TMH videoconferencing with face-to-face psychiatric treatment. 67 The intervention consisted of eight consultations lasting 30 min each over 24 weeks, including the use of psychotropic medication. Patients in both groups were diagnosed and treated by the same psychiatrist. Videoconferencing was conducted between a university hospital in Tenerife (the psychiatrist's location) and the mental health center in San Sebastian de la Gomera (the patients' location). The study involved 534 teleconsultations and 522 in-person consultations. Significant improvements were observed in both groups, demonstrating the equivalence of videoconferencing with in-person consultation. The study concluded that TMH was ''effective in delivering mental health services to psychiatric outpatients living in remote areas with limited resources.'' A somewhat unique study from Australia (RCT; n = 100 children, including 100 mothers and 74 fathers) evaluated the efficacy of supplementing ''bibliotherapy'' (an expressive therapy involving the use of literature often combined with writing therapy) for child anxiety disorders. Therapists initiated the CBT sessions via telephone or e-mail. 68 The control group consisted of volunteer clients on a waitlist. Participants were children (6-12 years of age) with anxiety disorders together with their parents (80.5% were from two-parent families) living in rural and remote communities. Anxiety was measured by the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for Children for DSM-IV and completed by two parents (where possible). Only the parent (usually the mother) was interviewed. The treatment protocol was adapted from a standard CBT group treatment program, which facilitated parental involvement as substitute therapists for their children. Seventynine percent of the children attending telephone sessions became free of anxiety, compared with 33% of those receiving e-mail and 31% of volunteer participants on a waiting list. The results of the evaluation demonstrated the efficacy of this intervention in addressing child anxiety disorders. In 2007, two studies (both from the United States) met the selection criteria for this analysis. An RCT (n = 395 VHA primary care patients) investigated the effectiveness of a telemedicine-based CC for treating depression. 69 Patients (diagnosed with depression at community-based clinics without an on-site psychiatrist) were followed up for 2 months. Those with current substance dependence and more serious mental illness were excluded from the study. The intervention consisted of a Telemedicine Enhanced Antidepressant Management (TEAM) CC model adapted for small clinics without a resident psychiatrist. Matched sites (clinics) were randomly allocated to intervention or usual care. The TEAM intervention consisted of a ''stepped-care model of depression treatment for up to two months.'' That is, the treatment used an increased intensity model whereby additional personnel with advanced mental health expertise were utilized for unresponsive patients. Five levels of care were provided: (1) PCPs located at the community clinic; (2) consulting telepsychiatrists; (3) an off-site depression nurse (registered nurse) care manager; (4) an off-site clinical pharmacist (PharmD); and (5) an off-site supervising psychiatrist. The latter provided weekly face-to-face supervision for the registered nurses and PharmDs. Data were collected on medication adherence, treatment response, remission, health status, HRQoL, and satisfaction with treatment. Multivariate analysis suggested that TEAM patients were more likely to be adherent than their counterparts at both 6 and 12 months. TEAM patients also demonstrated/reported greater improvements in mental health status, HRQoL, and higher satisfaction. A group prevention approach to depression and anxiety was the focus of an RCT (n = 249) study aimed at assessing whether a cognitive-behavioral workshop would help college students (undergraduates; 65% female and 35% male) at risk for depression. 70 Depression was measured subjectively by self-reports. The intervention consisted of 16 2-h weekly meetings, access to a Web-based supplement, and coaching by mail for 2 years. The control group received assessments only. After completion of the workshop, participants had access to a Web-based supplement to reinforce acquired skills and to stem the decline of intervention effects over time. Workshop participants also stayed in touch with ''coaches'' via e-mails. The workshop group had significantly fewer symptoms of depression at postworkshop and 6-month follow-up. They also had significantly higher life satisfaction scores and were more optimistic at postworkshop and at 6-month follow-up. Similar trends were observed in terms of happiness ratings. Altogether, the intervention group had significantly lower levels of depression and anxiety after the workshop experience, but ''there was no significant difference between the conditions on depression or anxiety episodes [emphasis ours] at 6 month follow up.'' However, this observation was based on episodes with a sample size of only 41 cases (17 with moderate levels of depression and 24 with moderate levels of anxiety). The authors concluded that the ''improved explanatory style was a significant mediator of the prevention effects from pre-to postworkshop for depressive and anxiety symptoms, as well as for improved well-being.'' In 2008, one study from Italy met the selection criteria. This was a comparative study (n = 162) from Italy aimed at assessing satisfaction with three types of care among the frail elderly: (1) daycare center (n = 30), (2) nursing home (n = 66), and (3) telecare (n = 66). 71 The sample of the study population was homogeneous in terms of age, choice of service, physical problems, and presence of depressive symptoms, but it varied in terms of cognitive impairment, social support, and functional status. Group 1 had access to care 5 days per week during the day with meals and recreational activities. Group 2 lived in the facility with a hotel-like service but without recreational activities. Group 3 lived at home and received daily telephone calls and a telemonitoring service operating 24/7. Each participant received a necklace with an emergency alert button. At the conclusion of the study, all participants were asked to complete a questionnaire to elicit their satisfaction with the service and suggestions for improvement. Nearly all (98.5%) of telecare users were satisfied or very satisfied, compared with 75.3% of nursing home and 76.5% of daycare users.
In 2009, two studies met the criteria for analysis, one each from the United States and Sweden. An RCT (n = 302) in Pennsylvania investigated the effectiveness of a telephone-delivered CC for treating depression associated with post-coronary artery bypass graft. 72 Compared with the usual care patients, the intervention patients reported significantly greater improvements (50%) in mental condition (HRQoL), physical functioning, and mood symptoms. The study supported the hypothesis that telephone-delivered CC is effective in treating post-coronary artery bypass graft depression. The Swedish study (RCT; n = 235) assessed the effectiveness of an Internet-delivered self-help CBT program in relieving social anxiety disorder among adults. 73 The main comparison was between an Internet-delivered self-help program with added therapist guidance and online group discussions and unguided self-help. The participants were recruited by advertisements and Internet links to the Swedish National Anxiety Association and the Swedish Association for Behavior Therapy. They were randomized into three arms in Trial 1 and to four in Trial 2. These included Internet-delivered self-help CBT, bibliotherapy alone, waiting list control, bibliotherapy with access to an online discussion group, and Internetdelivered relaxation drills. Data from Trials 1 and 2 were pooled in order to increase sample size. In Trial 1, both intervention groups showed significant improvement over the waiting list, but they did not differ from each other. In Trial 2, all groups showed improvement from pre-to posttreatment, but no differences were observed among them. This was a complex study. Overall, it was determined that ''bibliotherapy and the Internetbased treatment were better than waiting list on measures of social anxiety, general anxiety, depression, and quality of life.'' The authors concluded that ''unguided self-help bibliotherapy can produce enduring improvement for individuals with social anxiety disorder.'' In 2010, one RCT (n = 562) investigated the efficacy of a comprehensive program for reducing stress among women. 74 The participants were highly motivated individuals between the ages of 25 and 45 years who reported moderate to high stress levels in their daily lives. They were randomized into one of three groups: (1) Internet-based coaching focused on behavior modification, daily use of proprietary olfactivebased personal care products, and periodic feedback reports; (2) online coaching only; and (3) no active stress management program. At baseline and throughout the study, all participants completed validated psychometric assessments, including the Perceived Stress Scale, the Profile of Mood States, the St. Mary's Hospital Sleep Questionnaire, the Trier Inventory of Chronic Stress, the Sielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, the Short-Form-36, and the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment. At the end of 14 weeks, Group 1 had greater improvement in the stress score than Group 2, as well as greater improvement in mood states work overload and social responsibility subscales, anxiety, and night awakenings. Self-reported program efficacy was also significantly higher in Group 1 compared with their Group 2 and 3 counterparts.
In 2011, data from a VHA study discussed earlier 62 were analyzed to assess the association between satisfaction and health outcomes. 75 The analysis suggested that satisfaction did not mediate antidepressant adherence. Also, in 2011, a Dutch study (RCT; n = 255) assessed the effectiveness of a minimally guided Web-based CBT among patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes and depression. 76 Adult diabetic patients with elevated depression symptoms were recruited from July 2008 through September 2009. The primary outcome was depressive symptoms, and the secondary outcomes were diabetes-specific emotional distress and glycemic control. The subjects were randomized to the Webbased intervention (n = 125) or to a waiting list that served as a control group (n = 130). Assessments took place directly after the completion of the study and at 1-month follow-up. The Web-based intervention consisted of eight consecutive lessons that provided both written and spoken information as well as video recordings of depressed diabetic patients showing how they learned from the course. Certified health psychologists served as coaches providing timely feedback on homework assignments. Waiting list patients completed postassessment measurements 8 weeks and 12 weeks after randomization. At the latter date, patients with elevated depression were given a password allowing them access to the Web-based intervention. Compared with the control group, a significantly higher percentage of the Web-based intervention group showed clinically significant improvement in depressive symptoms both postassessment and at 1-month follow-up. The intervention resulted in reduced depressive symptoms as well as diabetesrelated distress equally for individuals with type 1 and type 2 diabetes.
Three studies met the selection criteria in 2012, all RCTs from the United States.
An 18-month VHA study (n = 573; 284 African Americans and 289 non-Hispanic whites) assessed changes in blood pressure (BP) in response to a medication management and tailored nurse-delivered telephone behavioral program. 77 Patients had to have a diagnosis of hypertension, were using a BP-lowering medication, and were unable to control their BP over the preceding year. They were randomized to one of three intervention arms: (1) remote medication management plus behavioral management; (2) a wireless home BP monitor and telephone advice to take BP once every other day; (3) a combination of 1 and 2; and (4) usual care. Relative to usual care, at 12 months the mean systolic BP was significantly lower in the combined intervention Group 3. At 12 months the non-Hispanic white patients in the intervention group had a significantly lower systolic BP. The only significant difference in diastolic BP between any intervention relative to the usual care group was observed at 18 months among the African American patients, whose mean diastolic BP was 4.8 mm Hg lower, but there was no analogous differences among nonHispanic whites. Researchers concluded that behavioral intervention management programs addressing medical and behavioral aspects of hypertension beyond those of traditional care may increase access to care, enhance chronic illness management, and be especially beneficial for African Americans.
The second was an RCT (n = 167) conducted among Hispanic patients in Arizona. 78 It compared the effectiveness of depression treatment delivered by a psychiatrist via Internet videoconferencing (Webcam intervention) versus usual care/ treatment by a primary care provider. Patients were recruited from a local community clinic. Those with a diagnosis of bipolar affective disorder, schizophrenia, dementia, substance abuse dependence, or symptoms of serious medical or neurological illness were excluded from the study. Psychiatrists met with patients via Webcam each month throughout the 6-month intervention. Usual care patients received care from their PCPs. Depression scores were derived from several questionnaires (PHQ-9 item, Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale, Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire, and self-rated Sheehan Disability Scale). Assessments were made at baseline and at 3 and 6 months. Over the 6-month period patients in both groups experienced significant reductions in symptom severity. However, the intervention group experienced greater improvement in depression and QoL compared with the control group. ''On all four measures, a significant interaction of time by intervention favoring the Webcam group was noted.'' The third study was a comparison of the effects of delivering CBT by telephone versus face to face. 79 The sample consisted of patients with major depressive disorder in four primary care clinics in the Chicago area (n = 325). The intervention consisted of 18 weekly telephone sessions. Two weekly sessions were scheduled for the first 2 weeks. All participants received a workbook covering various aspects of CBT. The telephone sessions were conducted by nine psychologists who received 2 days of special training. Patients in the intervention group had lower attrition rates than those in the control group (20.9% versus 32.7%) and close to equivalent improvement in depression. At 6 months, those receiving in-person therapy were less depressed than those receiving therapy by telephone, ''but at the cost of some increased risk of poorer maintenance of gains after treatment cessation.'' Four studies meeting the selection criteria were published in 2013, one each from the United Kingdom, Australia, Sweden, and the United States.
A large RCT (n = 3,070) investigated the effectiveness of a Web-based cognitive behavioral tool in improving mental well-being in the general population. 80 The subjects were recruited through advertisements on a national health portal and were willing to give their e-mail address. They were randomly allocated to the intervention and control groups. The latter were placed on a waiting list. The intervention consisted of five interactive educational modules concerning cognitive behavioral principles. The participants received weekly e-mails reminding them to use the intervention. After 12 weeks of follow-up, retention was higher in the control group (73.1% versus 46.4%), but there was no relationship between baseline measures and withdrawal. Overall, the study had high attrition rates. Still, significant improvements in self-scores of depression and anxiety were observed in the intervention group. Nonetheless, the study did not differentiate between mental well-being and depression and anxiety.
An Australian study (RCT; n = 562) investigated the effectiveness of Internet-delivered CBT on depression and compliance with medical advice, anxiety, and physical activity. 81 Participants had mild to moderate depression with a concomitant high risk for cardiovascular disease. The intervention consisted of an Internet-delivered health information package, and the primary outcome was depressive symptoms. Participation in the intervention ''produced a small, but robust, improvement in depressive symptoms, adherence (to medical advice) and some health behaviors,'' and a greater proportion engaging in physical activity but having no effect on disability.
Similarly, the effectiveness of an Internet-delivered CBT was investigated in Sweden in relation to panic disorder. 82 This was a prospective cohort study with repeated measurements (n = 570) over 6 months. In addition, the effects in this cohort were compared with those of previous RCTs for panic disorders in order to ascertain the ''expected course of spontaneous improvement.'' The same subjects were compared pre-and postintervention, and the primary outcome was the Panic Disorder Severity Scale-Self-Report (PDSS-SR). ''Participants made large improvements from screening to pretreatment to posttreatment (Cohen's d range on the PDSS-SR = 1.07-1.55). Improvements were sustained at 6-month follow-up.'' A similarly designed study by Fortney et al. 69 reported earlier was published in 2013. 83 Here again, it was an RCT (n = 364), but these subjects were patients of federally qualified health centers. Everything else was the same (including patients with depression, as well as a comparison between onsite primary care versus an off-site telemedicine team linked by telephone). Again, outcome measures were treatment response, remission, and change in depression severity. Insofar as the treatment of depression is concerned, the findings of the two studies were similar. ''Contracting with an off-site telemedicine-based collaborative care can yield better results than implementing practice-based collaborative care with locally available staff.'' A total of four studies (all RCTs) met the inclusion criteria for 2014 (two from the United States and one each from The Netherlands and Australia).
A dual-site RCT from the United States (n = 326 adults, 38-61 years of age) assessed the effects of a telehealth-based coping skills intervention on outcomes among individuals with COPD as it pertained to psychological distress (n = 326). 84 The patients were randomly assigned to coping skills training provided via telehealth or to COPD education and stratified by availability of a caregiver, forced expiratory volume in the first second (the amount of air that can be forcefully blown), and the 6-min walk test. Specially trained clinical psychologists provided the training on cognitive-behavioral coping skills via telephone weekly for 12 weeks and biweekly for 1 month. Patients were followed up for up to 4.4 years to assess health outcomes, including stress, pulmonary function, coping skills, and physical activity. The usual care group received care through local physicians. The weekly education sessions focused on topics such as pulmonary physiology, medication usage, nutrition, and symptom management. No specific coping strategies were included. Participants in the intervention group exhibited greater improvements in psychological QoL and somatic QoL, including greater improvement in pulmonary function, less fatigue, less shortness of breath, and greater improvement in distance walked in 6 min, compared with those in the control group. They exhibited less depression and anxiety and better overall mental health and role functioning. Thus, researchers concluded that the telehealth-based coping skills training intervention ''produced clinically meaningful improvements in quality of life and functional capacity.but no overall improvement in risk of COPD-related hospitalization and all-cause mortality.'' An RCT (n = 183) compared a low-intensity telephonebased multicomponent CC intervention targeting depression and anxiety disorders among patients with recent cardiac events. 85 Patients were recruited from inpatient cardiac units in an urban academic hospital for acute coronary syndrome, arrhythmia, or heart failure and, based on a structured assessment, accompanied by a diagnosis of any of these mental disorders. The CC intervention was delivered by trained social work case managers in concert with team psychiatrists. CC patients received recommendations through their medical providers for pharmacotherapy or by telephone for ''manualized'' CBT specific to their conditions. Enhanced usual care was provided to patients in the usual care group through serial notification of primary medical providers. The case manager informed the primary inpatient treatment team regarding the patient's diagnosis and suggested the benefits of treatment. For patients in the CC group pharmacotherapeutic drugs were administered in conjunction with recommended cardiovascular drugs. Patients in the intervention group displayed significantly greater improvement in mean Short Form Mental Health Composite Score compared with the control group. Patients in the intervention group were more likely to have adequate treatment for psychiatric disorders at discharge from the hospital (75% in the CC group versus 7% in the usual care group). Additionally, CC patients displayed significantly greater improvement in PHQ-9 item scores but not in Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale Questionnaire-A scores. In this study, CC was associated with higher rates of treatment deemed adequate and significant improvements in mental HRQoL, depression symptoms, overall QoL, and general functioning. From The Netherlands an RCT (n = 264 adolescents and young adults 12-22 years of age) evaluated a Web-based Solution-Focused Brief Treatment (SFBT) (CHAT) for depression compared with a waiting list as controls. 86 Candidates younger than 18 years of age needed parental consent. Those with suicidal ideation were excluded from the study. The SFBT CHAT treatment was delivered by trained professionals. It consisted of individual real-time chat sessions in a secure room. At the end of each session, the participants decided if their goal had been reached. If not, an additional chat session was scheduled with the therapist. Both groups were allowed to seek additional help on their own. Both groups showed considerable improvements in symptoms over time, but more so for the SFBT CHAT group. Between-group effects were small at 9 weeks but increased after 4 months. Despite these improvements, patients were still struggling with depression.
Researchers concluded that adolescents and young adults with depression can benefit from access to Web-based SFBT chat treatment. But, it was not a panacea.
Recognizing the evidence for the increased use of the Internet as an effective tool for psychological interventions in the treatment and prevention of depression, an Australian study (RCT; n = 298) investigated possible secondary benefits in terms of self-esteem, empowerment, and QoL. 87 Participants were adults manifesting increased distress based on a Kessler Psychological Distress questionnaire with a score of greater than 22. The intervention consisted of an Internet support group (ISG), an automated Internet psychoeducational training program for depression (e-couch), a combination of these conditions (e-couch + ISG), or an attention control Web site (HealthWatch) composed of questions and information relating to well-being (while avoiding mention of depression or stress). For ethical reasons, participants in the control group were provided with access to the depression Internet training program after the 6-month assessment. Assessments were conducted at baseline and postintervention, at 6 and 12 months, to examine depressive symptoms, social support, self-esteem, QoL, depression literacy, stigma, and help-seeking. Self-esteem improved across all groups over time. Participants in the e-couch + ISG group demonstrated greater improvement in self-esteem than those in the control group. Empowerment did not change. QoL improved in all groups. The authors suggested the need for expanding the focus of effectiveness studies beyond symptoms to secondary benefits of online interventions and the inclusion of psychological well-being and resilience.
In 2015, two RCT studies were conducted at the VHA. The first was an investigation of a telemedicine-based collaborative care intervention for PTSD. 88 The subjects (n = 265) were recruited from 11 VHA community-based outpatient clinics serving predominantly rural veterans in Arkansas, Louisiana, and California. This VHA study paralleled one discussed above that focused on depression among rural veterans. 69 This study assessed whether the intervention improved rural veterans' access to and engagement in evidence-based treatment of PTSD. Similar to the earlier study, in this study a Telemedicine Outreach for PTSD (TOP) intervention was conducted and supervised by an off-site PTSD team. Again, in parallel fashion to the 2007 study, 63 the teams consisted of telephone nurse care managers, telephone pharmacists who reviewed medication histories, ''telepsychologists'' who delivered cognitive processing therapy via interactive video, and ''telepsychiatrists'' who supervised the team and conducted interactive video psychiatric consultations. At the 6-month follow-up TOP patients experienced a 5.31 decrease in PTSD severity compared with a 1.07 decrease for usual care patients (unpaired two-tailed t = 3.42; Cohen d = 0.45e). When controlled for case mix, group differences were significant at both the 6-month (b = -3.81) and 12-month (b = 2.49) follow-up. Researchers concluded that the TOP and similar intervention programs ''can increase access to and successfully engage rural veterans in evidence-based psychotherapy for PTSD, thereby improving clinical outcomes.'' A similarly designed study, conducted by the same senior author and colleagues, was published in 2013. 89 Here again, it was an RCT (n = 364), but the subjects were patients of federally qualified health centers. Everything else was similar, including patients with depression, and a comparison between on-site primary care versus an off-site telemedicine team linked by telephone. Again, outcome measures were treatment response, remission, and change in depression severity. The findings were also similar. Insofar as the treatment of depression was concerned, ''.contracting with an off-site telemedicine-based collaborative care can yield better results than implementing practice-based collaborative care with locally available staff.'' Finally, an RCT (n = 223 children) assessed the effectiveness of a TMH model for treating ADHD among children. 90 The subjects were referred by 88 PCPs in seven communities. Those in the experimental group received six sessions over 22 weeks of combined pharmacotherapy and caregiver training provided by child psychiatrists via videoconferencing. Those in the control group received treatment from their PCPs augmented with a remote TMH consultation. After 25 weeks, children in both group improved. However, those in the experimental group ''.improved significantly more than children in the augmented primary care arm.'' in terms of inattention, hyperactivity, and combined ADHD and caregiver performance.
TMH: Cost
A total of five studies met the selection criteria for inclusion in the analysis of TMH cost, typically comparing the costs of TMH with in-person care. All studies, with the exception of one in Australia, were conducted in the United States and were published from 2007 to 2014 ( Table 3) .
We start with the Australian study, published in 2007. 91 This was a cost minimization analysis based on 1,499 consultations in several subspecialties, which compared the actual cost of telepediatric care with that of seeing the specialists in person over a 5-year period. The analysis involved cases in several pediatric subspecialties, including pediatric psychiatry. It concluded that ''.telepaediatrics was a cheaper method for the delivery of outpatient services when the workload exceeded 774 consultations.'' In other words, sensitivity analysis indicated the importance of patient volume, distance (or patient travel costs), coordinator salaries, and the cost of videoconferencing equipment. Substantial cost savings were achieved by reducing travel. Two studies, both from the United States, published in 2010 met the eligibility criteria for inclusion in this analysis. The first was an assessment of potential cost and time savings associated with TMH consultations among rural nursing home residents. 92 The data for 278 consultations rendered to 106 nursing home residents were analyzed. Travel savings were accrued by the providers by avoiding trips to the nursing homes, estimated at $3,700 for gasoline to provide all 278 consultations. However, these cost savings would decrease to $925 if four visits could be scheduled during a single trip. Total cost savings for personnel ranged from $33,739 to $67,477. Estimates of physician costs incurred as a result of travel time ranged from $84,347 to $253,040, but the cost was less when four visits could be conducted during in a single trip. Perhaps the most significant finding in this analysis has to do with the observation that TMH would fill a gap by allowing ''.many nursing homes to provide essential care that would not otherwise be available.'' The second study in 2010 was an RCT (n = 588) conducted at the VHA. 93 Patients with hypertension were randomly allocated to a telephone-based behavioral intervention or a nonbehavioral intervention. can be implemented at nominal cost and be cost-effective; however, there was no apparent lowering of healthcare utilization and costs during the two years of follow-up.'' A third study was focused on cost savings in psychiatric consultations (n = 257 consultations for 132 children and adolescents). 94 Travel time costs for parents who accompanied their children to either location were included. ''The cost savings in travel time and other expenses to patients and parents were substantial.'' However, the study was conducted over 6 months only and did not capture marginal costs of services. Hence, in view of the small sample size, this study will not be included in Table 2 or the assessment of the empirical evidence regarding the effects of TMH on cost.
In 2012, a retrospective cost analysis compared three psychiatric consultation models: synchronous telepsychiatry, asynchronous telepsychiatry (ATP), and in-person in the primary care setting. 95 This analysis was based on the theory that asynchronous consultations would be more cost-effective due to flexibility in collecting patient data and ''the substitution of the time of specialists with that of lower-cost providers.'' Fixed and marginal costs were compared for the three models, including equipment costs, provider and support staff time, and salaries. Fixed costs for the ATP were $7,000 versus $2,000 for the synchronous telepsychiatry, whereas marginal costs were $68.18 and $107.50, respectively; costs were $96.36 for the in-person care. ''ATP became the most costeffective model. beyond 249 consultations.'' The authors concluded that ATP allows ''more affordable health care to be delivered to a larger population of patients.'' Finally, a cost-minimization analysis compared a self-care mobile application (app) with in-office care for stress reduction. 96 The investigators estimated the total cost of treating 1,000 patients with the app (Breathe2Relax) for stress disorders to the military to be $106,397, whereas in-office care would be $6,882. However, the treatment would become less expensive when used by approximately 1,500 individuals. ''A total of 47,000 users had accessed the app for 10 to 30 min sessions in the 2.5 years since the release of the app, thereby resulting in savings of $2.7 million.'' If all 47,000 users were civilian, the savings would be $2.9 million. 
Summary and Conclusions
This article is the fourth in a series of in-depth literature reviews aimed at assessing the empirical evidence regarding the impact of telemedicine interventions on access, quality, and cost of care. In order to arrive at definitive conclusions, each of these reviews is focused on a set of disease manifestations as the basis for organizing and presenting the empirical evidence, which is limited to studies with sufficient statistical power (defined as samples of ‡150), robust research designs (RCT or other appropriate methodology that enables hypothesis testing), and published between 2005 and 2015. This article is focused on TMH. As in the other articles, the review process consisted of an initial screening of relevant abstracts and a subsequent reading of research articles that met the inclusion criteria for final review and analysis.
Basic background information is provided regarding the nature of mental health disorders, their epidemiology, classification, resources, and cost. This is followed by a presentation and analysis of the evidence organized on the basis of feasibility/acceptance of TMH, as well as the research findings from eligible studies related to intermediate outcomes, health outcomes, and cost.
Mental disorders refer to diagnosable mental conditions including ''alterations in thinking, mood, or behavior associated with distress and impaired functioning.'' DSM-5 contains 18 major disorders. These disorders ''are generally characterized by a combination of abnormal thoughts, perceptions, emotions, behavior and relationships with others.'' 97 These disorders are typically viewed as being separate from neurological disorders, learning disabilities, and intellectual limitations. Yet, there is wide agreement that they constitute a disturbance or disruption in mental function that affects an individual's ability to cope effectively with the demands of everyday life. The most common forms are depression, anxiety, mood disorders, and substance abuse. According to the World Health Organization, ''mental illness results in more disability in developed countries than any other group of illnesses, including cancer and heart disease.,'' and ''about 25% of all U.S. adults have a mental illness and nearly 50% of U.S. adults will develop at least one mental illness during their lifetime.'' 97 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated the economic burden of serious illness at 317.6 billion 98 in 2002. Furthermore, ''mental illness is associated with lower use of medical care, reduced adherence to treatment therapies for chronic diseases, and higher risks of adverse health outcomes.'' Effective approaches to the long-term management of mental illness include monitoring, surveillance, mental health promotion, mental illness prevention, and biopsychosocial treatment programs. The empirical evidence presented in this article demonstrates the capability of TMH to perform these functions more efficiently and as well as or more effectively than in-person care.
For the period under review, we selected 22 studies that investigated the feasibility/acceptance of TMH, 7 that investigated intermediate outcomes (typically related to medication adherence), 25 that focused on health outcome (symptom and QoL improvement), and 5 dealing with cost issues.
A brief listing of notable methodological issues and intervention attributes of the studies in this field illustrates not only the complexity of this research process but also the importance of establishing a contextual basis for interpreting the results:
. TMH research has relied heavily on RCTs, far exceeding comparable research related to the effects of telemedicine interventions in other diseases and health conditions. . The telephone seems to be the technology of choice in the majority of studies, with the Internet in second place, especially when the providers are psychologists, nurses, therapists, and collaborative teams. . CBT was the typical therapeutic modality in TMH interventions, especially when treating depression, anxiety and mood disorders. It was administered by various providers, including nurse case managers 64 and collaborative teams. 69, 72 One study investigated the effects of bibliotherapy in two modalities, alone and Internet-based.
73
. The majority of the TMH studies focused on depression, anxiety, and mood disorders. This may be explained by (1) their high prevalence as well as their impact on disability in the population at large, (2) their amenability to remote treatment, and (3) their potential for successful management by nonpsychiatrists. However, this eligibility criterion may have excluded other studies with smaller samples but with an expanded scope and a broader set of disorders and technological modalities. Hence, the strict domain of TMH research as defined in this review may not be coterminous with that of telepsychiatry in general.
Nearly all studies affirmed the feasibility and acceptance of TMH, involving children/adolescents, adults, and elderly patients, with different disorders (migraine, attention-deficit disorders, bipolar disorders, anxiety, depression, substance abuse, and postdischarge for somatic problems), rural and urban residents, and different technologies (telephone, Internet, and video). results, as did studies that investigated depressive symptoms and QoL. Depressive symptoms and functional performance also improved among patients with comorbid conditions such as diabetes, COPD, and cardiovascular problems.
General conclusions that can be drawn from the research evidence detailed in this article can be organized by access, efficiency, and quality, as follows:
ACCESS
. TMH makes care accessible in areas with limited or no professional mental health resources, especially psychiatrists. . TMH provides a useful link for patients with special needs, including the young, minority populations, and the elderly.
EFFICIENCY
. Direct service to patients in chat rooms and using instructional material saves on professional expenses. . Nonprofessional providers can play an effective role in therapy. . Collaborative teamwork is an effective model for TMH. . Telephone and Internet-based applications serve as effective tools in rendering behavioral therapies. . TMH becomes increasingly more cost-effective with a larger volume of patients, more usage, and longer travel to care.
QUALITY TMH demonstrates
. Improved mental healthcare in primary care settings . Effective treatment for depression and anxiety disorders (particularly CBT) . Improved outcomes where patients have comorbid medical conditions . Compliance, medication adherence Only five studies investigating the cost implications of TMH met the eligibility criteria for inclusion in this analysis. In addition to demonstrating the cost-effectiveness of TMH in terms of making care available to nursing home residents without access to psychiatric care, it appears that costeffectiveness and cost savings are volume sensitive. The minimal volume for savings is 250 consultations.
Nearly all studies affirmed the feasibility and acceptance of TMH, involving children/adolescents, adults, and elderly patients, with different disorders (migraine, attention-deficit disorders, bipolar disorders, anxiety, depression, substance abuse, and postdischarge for somatic problems), rural and urban residents, and different technologies (telephone, Internet, and video). Studies reach similar conclusions regarding satisfaction with TMH. Without exception, all studies that investigated the effects of TMH on depressive symptoms reported positive outcomes. Depressive symptoms and functional performance also improved among patients with comorbid conditions such as diabetes, COPD, and cardiovascular problems. Similar effects were observed in terms of QoL, stress symptoms, anxiety, panic disorders, and self-esteem.
